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CAMWS Manson A. Stewart Scholarships
The Classical Association of the Middle West and South is pleased to announce the 2013 recipients of the
Manson A. Steward Scholarships, which are awarded annually to outstanding undergraduate students of
Classics. CAMWS awards $1,000.00 scholarships to a limited number of undergraduate students
majoring in Classics at the sophomore or junior level at a CAMWS college or university. Nominees must
be nominated by a teacher and recipients of the scholarship are expected to take a minimum of two
courses in Latin or Greek (normally at least one per quarter or semester) during the junior or senior year
in which the scholarship is held.
Laurel Boman, Gustavus Adolphus College
Ana Guay, University of Michigan
Kirsten Kappelmann, Baylor University
Timothy Kimbrough, University of Tennessee
Maria Kovalchuk, Northwestern University
John Mulhall, The College of William and Mary
Amanda Swisher, Creighton University
The Classical Association of the Middle West and South, Inc., is a professional organization for
classicists and non-classicists at all levels of instruction which promotes the Classics through the broad
scope of its annual meeting, through the publication of both original research and pedagogical
contributions and through its awards, scholarships, and outreach initiatives. CAMWS was founded at the
University of Chicago in 1905 and incorporated in the State of Missouri on July 13, 1948. Its members (c.
1500) are primarily college and university professors, K-12 teachers, and graduate students whose
specialty is Classics: Classical languages (Greek and Latin) and the world of ancient Greece and Rome.
An educational, not-for-profit organization, CAMWS is exempt from federal income tax as a public
charity under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code. The CAMWS region covers 32
midwestern, western, and southern states and three Canadian provinces. CAMWS publishes a quarterly,
The Classical Journal (ISSN 0009-8353; circulation c. 2300), an online pedagogical journal, Teaching
Classical Languages (twice a year), and a Newsletter (thrice a year). The Annual Meeting of CAMWS
takes place in the spring, in late March or early April.
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